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• Brendan Perring analyses how the speciality and
decorative print finishing sector is leading the charge
when it comes to print's renaissance

Picture he scene if you 'MIi, dear reader. The daily post comes 

t rough you sift through it and see an attractive heavy stock paper 
r1d envelope 'Mth the address seemingly hand-wrrtten. Your inter
e t peaked, you put the other stock mail down and open it up to 

reveal a personalised mail piece inviting you to a supplier's pre
Chris mas 'mince pie and mulled wine' open day. It has been spot 
var shed, the headline text has been hot gold foiled, and the 

design has been die-cut in the shape of a snowflake to reveal a 
portion of the text beneath. And they went one step further, as you 
open the card it even hits you with the citnus and spice smell of 
mince pies and mulled 1Mne. 

The overall impression is instantly, 'wow', they have spent some 
time and money on this. And so instead of it going in the bin, it 

goes onto your desk or into the pending tray-and most impor
tantly the open day goes in the diary. The supplier has just 
maximised the chances of you coming to their event, and the cost 

of the direct mail piece has been well justified. 
Now, as most of you will be printers, designers, industry suppli

ers/manufacturers, or print buyers of one ilk or another, then you 

will be even more susceptible should this mail piece come 
through, being connoisseurs of the printed word as you are. And 

that is just why this is such a vitally important subject for you to 
consider. Special and decorative print effects are leading the 

charge when it comes to the renaissance of print demand in this 

country and worldwide, as they raise the perceived value or print 
and increase its effectiveness-appealing to multiple senses and 
thus remaining in our memory banks far longer than the ultra-low 
impact e-shot will. 

A Sleek operation 
Now, one print firm to have seen this trend on the rise is 
Eazyprint.co.uk, a digital print company that focuses on high qual
ity, short-nun work. The company produces both small- and 

large-format print, and specialises in books and marketing pieces 
with specialist high end finishing requirements such as foiling or 
spot gloss. The customer base is made up of a range of corporate 

clients such as Reed Elsevier Group, Lexis Nexis, Igloo Books, 
Bonier Publishing, RS Components, Avon Cosmetics, and Speedo 
to mention a few. 

Eazyprint.co.uk's general manager, Sacha Pretot, says the 
company has always tried to keep as much of the production 

process as possible in-house: "We have a team of three in our stu

dio, and the f irm is underpinned by three Konica Minolta 
small-format digital printers and three HP large-format printers. We 

have been working hard and have done a lot of research and 
development on perfecting new and exciting ways of finishing and 
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